qualities of excellent teaching at Cape Fear Academy

Our Teachers...

Set high academic expectations for every student & challenge them to find success.

Employ varied instructional methods that challenge students to:
- Synthesize
- Evaluate
- Problem Solve
- Create
- Think Creatively
- Analyze

Demonstrate growth and sustained passion for their profession.

Model integrity, respect and accountability in daily behaviors & expect the same of students.

Encourage students to discover interests & develop passions.

Successfully manage and when necessary, correct student behavior in a fair, consistent and predictable manner.

Develop a learning environment that encourages students to engage, respond & collaborate as well as question and probe for a deeper understanding.

Regularly assess student learning...
- Through varied methods, offering worthwhile & meaningful opportunities for students to demonstrate learning.
- To inform instructional decisions and provide frequent feedback to students on the learning process.

Consistently set a supportive & positive tone in the classroom, with their fellow faculty, and the larger CFA community.

Cape Fear Academy is a learning community committed to discovering and developing individual potential, preparing each student for success in college and life.